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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider, modulo 2, the sequence of denominators of the continued fraction 
convergents of an irrational number. This is a sequence of zeros and ones. 
Recently it was shown, [2], by ergodic theoretic methods, that the blocks 01, 
10 and 11 occur in these sequences with equal probabilities, i.e. +. This result 
was previously obtained by R. Moeckel, [4], in a completely different way. Of 
older papers on the occurrence of zeros and ones in these sequences, we men- 
tion [3]. In this note we derive the probabilities of the five possible blocks of 
length three and of the eight possible blocks of length four in these sequences. 
The proofs are based upon a new ergodic system introduced in [2]. The method 
breaks down, due to technical difficulties, for longer blocks. 
2. THREE CONSECUTIVE DENOMINATORS MODULO 2 
Let x be an irrational number between 0 and 1, and let 
1 
1 
(2.1) a1+ a2+ 1 
1 
as+ ~ 
u4 + ..* 
be its expansion as a regular continued fraction. We will denote this by 
[O; aI, a2, a3, . . .]. Let (p,/q,,)~= 1 be the corresponding sequence of convergents. 
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It is well-known that for a~ N and for almost all XE [0, l] \Q 
(2.2) 
1 
lim L#{j;1sj5n,aj=a}=- ~ log (a+ U2 
n-m n log 2 a(a+2). 
This can be proved very simply by using ergodic theory, see [l], p. 45. 
In the sequel we need the following result which can be found in [6] 0 12.13. 
The infinite product 
I 
m A(n-crl)(n-a2)“‘(n-ak) 
L!, (n-Pl)(n-P2)“‘(n-p,) ’ 
(2.3) 
withAE~,cr;,pjE~\\,i=1,2 ,... k,j-1,2 ,... f, 
converges if and only if k = 1, A = 1 and 
and if these conditions are fulfilled, then one has 
m (n-a,)(n-(Y2)...(n-a,) ’ Ul -PA 
n!, (n-Pl)(n-P2)...(n-pl) =A!!I Ql -aA)’ 
Here r stands for Euler’s Gamma-function. 
THEOREM 1. Let XE [O, 11 \ Q have the continued fraction expansion 
P;a1,a2,... 1. Let m be a positive integer, m 2 2 and let a be an integer with 
1s a 5 m. Then for almost all x 
lim L#{j;l~~~n,aj-amodm}=- 
n-rm n 
1 log 
log 2 
PROOF. Almost the same reasoning by which (2.2) is obtained in [l] shows 
that for almost all x the limit in the theorem exists and equals 
(a+km+ 1)2 
(a+km)(a+km+2). 
The result then follows by applying (2.3). + 
As an example we take a = 1, m = 2 and see that 
lim L#{j;1~j~n,ai=1mod2} 
n-m n 
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= - - 1=0.6514... ,
log 2 
for almost all x. 
Hence 
lim 1#{j;l~j~n,a,-Omod2} 
n-a n 
=2_ l”gn - =0.3485... )
log 2 
for almost all x. 
Since the number 2 - log se/log 2 occurs frequently in this paper, we put 
y = 2 - log 7r/log 2. 
As a second example we take a = 1 and m = 4. Then we find that for almost all x 
lim 1-#{j;l~j<n,a,-lmod4} equals 
n-m n 
,og +W . 1 
log 2 
I 1 
r2 ; 
0 
Using the well-known functional equation T(z)r(l -z) = n/sin rcz, with z = + 
and z= +, we see that this is just 4. 
In [2] the following ergodic system is introduced 
(2.6) (Sz x G(m), B, p@h,, S), where 
Q:=IQ1l\Q 
G(m) := ;a,~,yy,6EZ/mZ,as-py=~1modm 
The measure p is the Gauss measure on 0, given by 
p(E) := - l +- 
log2 E 1+x’ 
E a Bore1 subset of Q; h, is the Haar measure on G(m), that is, every element 
of G(m) has measure l/ # G(m). Further, 1B denotes the class of Bore1 subsets 
of QxG(m). 
Finally the transformation S : Q x G(m) + 52 x G(m) is defined by 
S(x,A)=(T-x,A(; ;))  
where T is the shift operator 
T: [0, 1) -. [0, 1) 
1 1 w-1 if x#O, TX:= x X 
I 0 if x=0, 
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al is the first partial quotient of x and F stands for the residue class al mod m. 
Let I be (A y). Then 
where the latter equality is based upon the relations 
~-~=l,~~=O,p,=a,p,-,+p,-2, nzl, 
q-,=0, qo=l, qn=anqn_1+qn_2, nrl. 
In [2] this ergodic system is used to prove that 
(2.7) 
where 
if m~h\l, mr2, c,deZ and GCD(c,d,m)= 1, 
then one has for almost all XE [O, 1) \ Q 
1 
lim ~#{j;1~j~n,(q,_,,q,)=(c,d)modm}=- 
n+m n J(m) ’ 
J(m)=m2n I c 
Plm \ 
the Jordan-function, see [S], VIII, Aufgabe 64. 
THEOREM 2. Let XE [O, l] \ Q have the continued fraction expansion 
W;a,,az, . . . ] and let (p,,/q,,)r= , be the corresponding sequence of convergents. 
Let mEiN, m22, c,dEH, GCD(c,d,m)=l and aE{1,2 ,..., m}. Then we 
have for almost all x 
lim I#{j;lIjln, aj=amodm, qj_zEcmodm, gj_,=dmodm} 
n+m n 
1 - log 1 
= log2 I I .- J(m) ’ 
PROOF. This follows at once from Birkhoff’s individual ergodic theorem and 
the above described ergodic system, together with Theorem 1. + 
With this result we can find 
for almost all x, since qn = a, qn _ 1 + qn _ 2. 
Suppose that this limit equals cx, for almost all x. Then we write for ab- 
breviation 
P((qn-2,qn-I,qn)“(c,d,e)modm}=a, 
and similarly with two or more than three consecutive denominators. 
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If we take m = 2 in (2.7) we find 
~{(q,_,,q,)~(O,l)mod2}=~{(q,-~,q,)~(l,O)mod2} 
=P{(q,-~,q,)=(l,l)mod2}=f, 
see [2]. Using Theorem 2, (2.4) and (2.5) we obtain the extension of this result 
i.e. all the possibilities of three consecutive denominators modulo 2, with their 
probabilities 
(2.8) 
~{(q,-2,qn-1,qn)=(Q l,O)mod2) 
=P{a,=Omod2} .i = g =0.1161..., 
P{(q,-,,q,-I,q,)~(0,1,1)mod2) 
1-Y 
=P{a.=lmod2).i=1 =0.2171... ,
p{(q,-,,q,-,,q,)~(l,O, l)mod2) 
=P{an=O, 1 mod2) 0: = f =0.3333..., 
P{(q,-,,q,-I,q,)~(l,l,0)mod2} 
1-Y =P{~~=lmod2}.f=~ =0.12171... , 
P{(q,-,,q,-,,q,)~(l,l,l)mod2) 
=P(a,=Omod2} hf = s =0.1161.... 
The calculations we did for m = 2 are in principle possible for every m. 
3. ON FOUR CONSECUTIVE DENOMlNATORS 
Since two consecutive denominators can not be both even, a zero is always 
preceded and followed by a one. This principle yields at once the probabilities 
for some configurations of four consecutive denominators, i.e. 
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In order to find the probabilities of the other possibilities for four consecutive 
denominators we are led to 
lim ~#{j;l~j~n,(uj,aj+,)~(a,b)modm}. 
n-m n 
On the same line of argument by which Theorem 2 is obtained, we can get 
following result. 
If m E N, m 12, a, b, c, d E Z and GCD(c, d, m) = 1, then we have for almost 
all x 
lim !_ #{~;l~~~n,aj~amodm,aj+l~bmodm, 
n-m n 
qj_2Ecmodm,qj_isdmodm} 
lim ‘#{~;l~j~n,(aj,aj+I)“(a,b)modm) 
n-m n 
Using this extension of Theorem 2 we can find the probability that 
(qn-2,qn-1,qn,qn+1)“(c,d,e,f)modm, since qn=anqn-1+qn-2 and qn+i= 
a,+19,+9,-i. 
The numbers XE [O, l] \ Q, with a, = a, a2 = b, form the second order fun- 
damental interval 
b b+l 
) ab+l ‘ab+a+l ’ 
see [l], p. 43. 
In the same way as one obtains (2.2) one finds that for almost all x 
lim ’ #{j;lIj5n,aj=4aj+,=b} 
n-m n 
(3.2) 1 b+l/ob+o+l dx 1 
=- s -=- 
log (ab+ l)(ab+a+b+2) 
log 2 b/ah+ I 1+x log 2 (ab+b+ l)(ab+a+ 1) * 
Hence 
P{(a,,a,+,)=(O,O)mod2)= f g -Log . 
(4jk+ 1)(4jk+2k+2j+2) 
j=lk=llOg2 (4jk+2j+ 1)(4jk+2k+ 1) ’ 
Applying (2.3), we find 
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Using Euler’s recursion formula for the Gamma function and Legendre’s 
duplication formula one arrives at 
p{(a,,a,+r)=(O,O)mod2) 
With the object to get a faster convergent expression we transform this by 
means of the expansion 
logr(l+z)=(1-y)z-log(1+z)+ i (-1)” 
0) - 1 
---zZn, 
n=2 n 
which holds for 1.Z < 2. Here y is Euler’s constant and [ is Riemann’s zeta func- 
tion. One finds that 
=c+ 
(3.3) 
: 
& Q-I)+ 
” 
1 1 2”-‘- 1 
. 
(( 
-----1 ([(n)-l)+P y-2 22n-2 
> > 
22n-2 ’ 
where C stands for 
2 4 
log2-I+ --log6@- 
log 2 
PlogT f =0.08167.... 
log 2 0 
Note that the series in (3.3) are alternating and that their terms go monotonical- 
ly to zero. Denote the right side of (3.3) by z. A short calculation yields 
z=O.11694... . 
By using (2.4) and (2.5) we arrive at 
(3.4) 
P{(a,,a,+,)=(O,l)mod2}=y-z=0.23156..., 
P{(a,,a,+,)=(l,O)mod2)=y-z=0.23156..., 
P{(a,,a,+,)=(l, l)mod2) = 1-2y+z=O.41993... , 
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which enables us to complete the list of the probabilities for four consecutive 
qi’s. We find 
=P{(%,%+,)=(l, l)mod2) 4 = l -2y+z =() 1399 . 3 .. . , 
P{(qi-2rQi-~,qi,qi+~)~.(41,1,1)mod2) 
=P{(a,,a,+,)=(l,O)mod2} .i =y =0.0771... , 
(3.5) < 
P{(4i-2,4i-l,4i,qi+*)~(l, l,l,O) mod 2) 
=P{(a,,o,+,)=(O,l)mod2}.~=~ =0.0771..., 
P{(qi-*,qi-l,qi,qi+,)‘(l, 1slsllmod2) 
L 
=P{(a,,a,+,)-(O,O)mod2}.$ = 5 =0.0389.... 
The principle of putting a one before a zero at the beginning, and after a zero 
at the end makes it possible to give some probabilities of five, and even six, con- 
secutive denominators: 
4. FINAL REMARK 
It will be clear that the method of section three breaks down, due to technical 
difficulties, when one tries to find similar results for five or more consecutive 
denominators. 
Let (&Lo bethesequenceof Fibonacci, F,:=l, F,:=l, F,:=F,_,+F,-2, 
nz2. It is easily seen that there are just F,,, 1 p ossibilities for n consecutive 
denominators mod 2. The probabilities of the configurations for n consecutive 
denominators modulo 2, ending with 01 or starting with 10, occur already in 
the list of probabilities of n - 1 consecutive denominators. 
P((qi,qi+l,...,qi+n)‘(E1,&2,...,En,O)mod2} 
+P{(qi,qi+l,...,qi+,)~(EI,E2I...,E,,l)mod2} 
=P{(qi,qi+l,...,qi+n-1)‘(&1,&2,...,E,)mod2} 
Further 
388 
and 
P((q;,qi+l,...,qi+n)“(O,EI,E2,...,E,)mod2) 
+P((qi,qi+l,...,qi+n)~(l,EltE2,...,E,)mod2) 
=P{(qirq;+l,...,qi+n_1)“(El,E2,...,En)mod2}, where EjE{O,l}. 
Using these three properties one finds that there are F,_, new probabilities for 
n consecutive denominators modulo 2, if one has the complete list of prob- 
abilities for n - 1 consecutive denominators modulo 2. There is another relation 
between the probabilities, viz. every configuration has the same probability as 
its reversed (this follows from the fact that this property holds for configura- 
tions of ai’s.) This does however not suffice to make the step from n - 1 to n. 
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